Clinical Information System (CIS)

Soarian Version 4.0 Upgrade Scheduled for January 7, 2016

Most significant upgrade surrounds order entry and display:
By default, Current orders and Add orders are expanded, Unsigned orders are collapsed. The screen panels can be minimized or maximized by selecting + or - allowing you to view one, two or all Order Action Panels as seen below. Pending orders that require acknowledgement will still be located next to current orders tab.

- Additional Resources include: The CIS Practice Site on the VINE has the 4.0 upgrade, as well as a video on Order Entry Enhancement, visit [http://digital411.virtua.org/videos.aspx](http://digital411.virtua.org/videos.aspx)
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**Step 1:** If you do not have personal favorites to chose from, click on search tab to reveal search box and default picklist. 

**Step 2:** Type order in search box. When typing in search box, order predictions begin to load and appear to the right. 

**Step 3:** Click on + or - symbol to expand/collapse different predefined orders. Select preferred orders/orderset.

**Step 4:** After making an order selection, Click on “Add or Add & Close” to review and clarify order details.

**Step 5:** Sign verified orders in order bucket. Ensure signed orders appear in Current List to the far left.
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NEW ICONS

- Census/Worklist
- Service Providers
- Session Defaults
- Add Orders
- Unsigned orders